
grand slam & grand slam z
Storage and zoning



New vistas for  
office architecture.
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When calculating office efficiency the focus is usually on area. But Sedus grand slam & grand slam z 
brings that critical dimension into play which converts area into a room. At first sight it appears to  
be a general storage programme, but there is much more to it than that. The multi-functional cabinet 
and shelving modules can be used to create zones for very different work areas. Exactly in line with  
your wishes and requirements, with unrestricted scope for custom-designed office architecture.
Also where value for money is concerned. This is because the wide selection of variants and surfaces  
makes a differentiation in pricing possible. 



Making space.
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The requirements placed on modern offices are 
complex. What is most important for companies  
is consolidation and efficient use of space.  
On the other hand, planners and architects want 
to create optimal conditions for communication 
and cooperation at work as well as for concen-
tration and relaxation. And staff want to feel at 

Making space. ease at the workplace and experience a sense of 
community. Sedus grand slam & grand slam z brings 
all these requirements together. The modules 
structure the space, create open floor plans for 
animated, inspiring office landscapes, and offer 
sophisticated solutions for everything which needs 
to be stored.
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Storage space creates  
a better working  
environment. 
Multi-faceted, temporary forms of work character-
ise daily life in the office. Phases of concentration 
and interaction alternate. Formal teamwork and 
informal exchange, association and separation, 
activity and recreation are the extremes within 
which office life is lived. This demands a differenti-
ated office architecture which provides suitable 
workplaces and directs efficient processes. With 
the multi-functional storage modules of  Sedus 
grand slam & grand slam z you can form zones,  
create workplaces define routes, establish com-
munication areas, secluded retreats and oases of 
recuperation. And at the same time everything 
needed in the office is stored and highly organised. 

The trick. The bridge mod-

ule is particularly versatile. 

It connects zones and work-

places and is just as suitable 

for stand-up meetings as it 

is for coffee breaks. Both 

sides can be used in the 

versions with access from 

either side. For example, 

equipment for work on one 

side and equipment for 

coffee-making on the other.



Everything  
to hand at  
the workplace.
Whether in open-plan offices, non-territorial of-
fices or in a single office, the core of office work is 
and remains the desk with the focussed activities 
of reading, thinking, writing and occasional com-
municative phases for phone calls and discussions 
with colleagues. Sedus grand slam & grand slam z 
facilitate these phases several times over. With a 
personal, intuitively organised storage space for 
everything you want within easy reach. As a visual 
and acoustic screen which meets the needs for 
privacy even in open-plan and non-territorial of-
fices and for providing support. And with the right 
hubs for spontaneous communication and rapid 
agreements. 

Usable space. Added value 

in the detail: The desk top 

can be extended into the 

storage space to make the 

working area bigger.  
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Quiet please. Looks good, 

feels even better and atten-

uates noise: the storage 

modules are also available 

with acoustically efficient 

fabric rear walls. 

Make space. With access 

from either side, even mod-

ules under the desk top can 

be used for storage – space 

which would otherwise go 

to waste. 



Particular strengths:  
team-working team and communication.
Whether directly at the workplace or in zones 
used by everyone: if the storage modules are 
correctly arranged they stimulate interaction and 
communication among staff. Drawers become a 
seat for desk-side, one-to-one conversations. 
Filing cabinets at eye level when seated become  
a contact point for the exchange of information 

or offer themselves as supports during informal 
conversations. And then there are also clever 
additional modules, such as the practical 
communication unit - in stand-by mode it takes  
up no space at all. But if a table is needed for an 
ad-hoc meeting, it is quickly and easily pulled out 
from its hiding place. 
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Clever. Just rotate it into 

the right position: the com-

munication unit is in place 

whenever needed. 

Communication balance  

The grand slam z modules 

with plexiglass inserts 

signal openness while at 

the same time protecting 

a person’s important per-

sonal space.



From “Please do not disturb”  
to “Please come in”. 
Sedus grand slam & grand slam z can be adapted to every individual office 
organisation. Every nuance from total privacy to simple eye contact and 
complete openness can be achieved by the use of solid cabinets or open 
shelves which transmit light. As and when required. Planters with fresh 
green plants enliven the workplace and also bring a feeling of wellness and 
an appealing indoor climate. 
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Strength in quietness.
The soundscape in the office is crucial for the feel-
ing of well-being among staff. Noise reduction, 
particularly in the open-plan office, is a challenge 
in the design of the acoustics of a room. As they are 
hollow bodies with extensive noise absorbent fronts 
and rear walls, the grand slam & grand slam z  
modules contribute to quietness in the office.

Sedus places its expertise in the complex field of 
room acoustics at the disposal of office planners. 
An acoustic plug-in developed by Sedus for the 
pCon.planner captures all relevant parameters such 
as the shape and size of the room, the material 
selected and the position of the fitments; it then 
lists the wide range of acoustically effective Sedus 
products. The analysis shows the design options for 
optimising the acoustic situation.

Sliding door cabinet with acoustic 
front. The slots on the front ensure 
effective sound absorption,

Horizontal tambour door units  
with micro-perforation. The cabinet 
with horizontal tambour door with  
a perforated  acoustic shutter to act 
as a broadband absorber.

Swing door cabinet with acoustic 
front. Here too the slots have the 
same sound absorbent  properties.

Fabric rear wall. All cabinets can be 
fitted with an acoustically efficient 
rear wall. An aluminium frame en-
closes the 18 mm thick absorbent 
foam with a perforated and fabric 
covered hardboard panel.



This variety is unique: there are open shelves, 
cabinets, drawers and sideboards with a flexible 
internal life and varying dimensions. You can select 
from several different bases and fronts, practical 
add-on modules and clever details with added value. 
Locker units, wardrobes and planters complete the 
programme. 

Inspiration as  
a programme. 
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Well thought-out. Functional panels also allow flexible use 

of the sides of cabinets, for example for moveable shelves 

at different heights. 

Stable. Adjustable glides 

compensate for uneven 

floors. Plinths form a closed 

finish and protect the bot-

tom edges. Skids lend an 

impression of lightness and 

elegance. 

Open and closed. A continuous handle strip  

makes it easy to open cabinet doors.

Sideboard with adjustable glides Sideboard with plinth Sideboard with skid



Scope for design.

An ideal range.  

The drawer units can  

be fitted with plinths, 

gliders or skids or even 

upholstered to form a 

comfortable bench.

Space-saver. Cabinets in 

different dimensions can 

be used alone or combined 

to form a wall of cabinets. Stand-alone. Sideboards 

are compact all-rounders 

and have moved from the 

living room to the office 

where they make a visual 

statement. They are 

available in three heights.

Distinctive. The bases  

and side walls of room 

dividers are accentuated  

by different material 

intensities.
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Scope for design.

Secure lockers with several 

lock options come in 

different sizes and are 

suitable for everything 

from valuables to hand 

baggage for business trips. 

Bridges. The bridges let 

light in and have a top at  

a comfortable height for 

working when standing; 

they are fitted with foot 

rails, open pigeon holes, 

partial visual screening  

and are available in four 

widths. 

Individual. Cabinets 

accessible from one or both 

sides directly adjacent to a 

desk open up a whole range 

of possibilities in zoning.

Custom fit. Sliding door 

cabinets in heights capable 

of taking 3 or 4 binders and 

accessible from one or both 

sides are available in many 

different variants. 



Perfect order 
is a gift of time. 
Love of the perfect detail ensures perfect orderliness in the office.  
The inner life of the storage modules promotes organisation.  
From the door handle to the accessories, everything is systematically 
focussed on easy handling, a rapid overview and efficient processes. 
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Brochure shelves. The sloping shelves are 

hinged and offer plenty of storage space.  

Button knobs. Integral lock with hinged key 

or without a lock at the customer’s option.

Bow-shaped handles. Optionally with different 

surfaces, with or without a lock. 

Cushioned hinges. With an opening angle  

of 110 degrees.

Wide angle hinges. Opening angle 210 degrees 

and optimal functionality.

Plinth with glides. Easy to adjust.

Metallic base supports. To fix the base so that 

it is extremely stable and absolutely secure.

Pull-out coat hanger. A practical and  

space-saving wardrobe solution. 

Organisable drawers. With variable dividers, 

containers and file supports. 

Pull-out file shelf. Provides additional shelf 

space is required. 

Steel shelf. With supports for suspended 

files on the underside.

Lockable drawer. For storing personal items.



Strengthening creativity.
Brainstorming sessions and workshops are an important part of teamwork.  
The demand for creatively usable space is increasing. It is therefore logical to 
give added value to already existing space. Many fronts and rears from the 
grand slam range are optionally available as write-on whiteboard surfaces.

Additional benefits. Whiteboard version for cabinets with a binder height of 4 and 5 binders  

and for top-mounted cabinets with a binder height of 1, 2 and 3 binders, from a width of 800 mm 

(31.5 in). This applies to wing door, locker and sliding door units with 1-sided and 2-sided use. 

The surface consists of a high-quality high-gloss laminate and is easy to wipe clean.
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Chic. There are also larger lockers with clothes rails and 

integral shelves for coats, umbrellas etc. or a sports bag  

for after-work sport.

Welcome to work.

Locked. A simple lock, a combination lock or an easy-to-use RFID code are available  

for the lockers. A letter drop is available as an option. 



Scope for the individual.
The Sedus grand slam & grand slam z programme provides the designer with infinite possibilities to express 
the corporate culture. The selection of materials, patterns and colours is unique in the world of office  
furniture. Whether minimalist elegance or colour highlights, whether radiating prestige or a homelike 
impression - everything is possible. Only one thing remains constant – the Sedus quality. Exploiting this 
design freedom is more than a matter of style. It pays in other ways – anyone working in a custom-made 
and high grade environment works more productively. 

Veneers

Melamine

H11  Maple natural H12  Heartwood maple natural U10  Elm natural

Q10  Hickory naturalE41  Ash natural E10  Ash white E45  Ash black

B26  Beech natural

C11  Oak natural C19  Rustic beam oak lightC17  Oak wenge varnish C20  Rustic beam oak dark

D14  Walnut smooth D15  Walnut wild D16  Walnut rustic D11  Walnut dark

N10 likewood  Oak natural N11 likewood  Oak lime washed

K81  Oak light K82  Oak natural K83  Oak cognac

K84  Walnut natural

K80  Ash light

A14  pure white K74  natural white 02  arctic white

K70  graphite blackK77  light grey K78  pebble grey K79  stone grey

232  white aluminium

Melamine fronts and zoning

K91  aubergine purple K93  antique pink

K87  sand beige K88  f jord green K89  pistachio green

K90  wasabi green

K86  curry yellow



ISO 14001
ISO 9001
ISO 50001
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Sustainability down to the last detail.
Sustainability and quality “Made in Germany” have been key company principles at Sedus for more than  
50 years. This starts back at the recycling-oriented product design stage. All materials undergo ecological 
testing as well as being manufactured in processes which are sparing in their use of resources and energy-
aware. The grand slam & grand slam z range is PEFC certif ied. Only selected timbers such as beech, ash  
and oak from sustainably managed woodlands are used for the carcase and veneers. It goes without 
saying that the production of the steel and aluminium components at Sedus is ultra-modern, energy-
saving and environmentally-oriented.  

Like all Sedus products, the grand slam & grand slam z range is subjected to strict quality controls with 
regard to its function, materials and appearance. Because products with a long working life are better 
than any recycling.

Company:

Sedus grand slam & grand slam z:
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